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• Understand how experiments use their CPU resources

– What types of jobs are (primarily) run?

– How many resources do they require?

– Are they “efficient” (i.e. do they waste wall-clock time)?

• Understand the behavior of the infrastructure

– Can we measure the “speed” of CPUs, or sites, by looking at different 
types of jobs? Are the results compatible? Can we validate commonly 
used benchmarks using “real” jobs?

Initial motivation
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• ATLAS
– MC simulation: 51%

• Event gen. + simul.

– MC reconstruction: 20%
– Analysis: 11%
– Group production: 11%
– Reprocessing: 4%

• CMS
– Reprocessing: 52%

• DIGI-RECO of MC, re-RECO of 
RAW

– Production: 24%
• Event gen. + simul.

– T0: 13%
– Analysis: 6%

ATLAS and CMS wallclock time consumption
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• ATLAS and CMS independently developed machinery to store 
data about jobs in ElasticSearch databases

– Kibana available for data exploration and fast prototyping of analyses

– Very easy to make complex queries and data aggregations

Data sources
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• Goal: explore the possibility to measure the “speed” of CPUs (or the average 
“speed” of a site) using CPU time consumption of real production jobs

• Basic assumptions
– The CPU “speed” and the average CPU time/event of a given job are inversely 

proportional, i.e. running the same job on a 2x faster CPU will take ½ of the CPU time
– All jobs in the same task are comparable, i.e. even if they run on different events they will 

need approximately the same amount of CPU time/event on the same node

• Limitations
– Limited information about the worker node: the CPU model is known, but the SMT status 

is not, as the nature (virtual vs. physical) of the machine or any overprovisioning, etc.
• WNs at different sites having the same CPU model will be treated as identical, so a systematic effect is unavoidable

– There is no “absolute scale” for the CPU speed, unless a very specific application is used as 
a benchmark and defined as reference
• Still, ratios of speed of different CPU models can be measured

Fitting CPU speeds
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• ElasticSearch contains a record per job
– ~ 0.5 Gjobs / year, way too much for an “online” analysis

• Data is aggregated and the results dumped to CSV files for “offline” analysis
• Aggregation variables:

– JEDI task ID (all jobs in the same task are “similar”)
– Site
– CPU model
– Job type (evgen, simul, etc.) & “transformation” (a wrapper around Athena specific 

to the type of processing)

• Aggregated metrics:
– CPU and wall-clock time: total, average per job, average per event, etc.
– Used cores
– Total number of jobs and events

Data aggregation (ATLAS example)
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CPU per event and CPU efficiency (ATLAS)

• Different job types have very different CPU efficiency ratios

– CPU time is expected to be an equally good estimator in all cases



• Population average of CPU time/event for task α on CPU i: 𝜇ⅈ𝛼
– ( aⅈ𝛼:measured value, normal-distributed around 𝜇ⅈ𝛼 with s.d. 𝜎𝑖𝛼)

• Assumptions:
– 𝜇𝑖𝛼𝑘𝑖 = 𝐴𝛼 (𝑘𝑖: speed factor for CPU model i)

– 𝜎𝑖𝛼 = 𝑆𝛼𝜇𝑖𝛼
• Used also as error on aⅈ𝛼 (“ignoring” a 1/ 𝑁𝑖𝛼 factor)

– 𝑆𝛼 = 𝑆
• Independent on task α

• We will fit all 𝐴𝛼 and 𝑘𝑖 by minimising a 𝜒2
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• Gradient and Hessian can be calculated analytically
– Crucial for the minimization to be feasible in a reasonable amount of time!

Analysis
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• Data sample divided (randomly) in 10 parts, fit performed separately on 
each
– Initial values: 𝑘𝑖 = 1, 𝐴𝛼 =  𝑖 𝑎𝑖𝛼 /𝑁𝛼
– For each part, O(100) 𝑘𝑖 and O(1000) 𝐴𝛼

• The fitted parameters are not fully constrained
– Multiplying all 𝑘𝑖 and 𝐴𝛼 by the same number does not change the 𝜒2

• The “right” method of combining the fits is not obvious
– Rescale 𝑘𝑖 so that the vector has l1 norm equal to the number of factors
– Rescale 𝑘𝑖 so that 𝑘0 = 1
– Rescale 𝑘𝑖 so that the distance to (1, …, 1) is minimal
– …
– All methods produce similar results and strongly reduce the spread of each 𝑘𝑖

measurements across the 10 samples
– After rescaling, the 10 scale factor vectors are averaged

Fitting procedure
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• Used values published on HEPiX benchmarking WG page
– http://w3.hepix.org/benchmarks/doku.php?id=bench:results_sl6_x86_64_gcc_445

– Only 32 CPU models of the ~90 found in production jobs have a score

• HS06 score is obtained by running on all available cores
– Usually from two physical CPUs

• Hyperthreading is sometimes enabled, sometimes not
– HT on increases total score by ~25%

• HS06/core (core=hardware thread) heavily depends on HT
– HT off: HS06/core ~1.6 larger than for HT on

• Half threads, ~1.25 times HS06: 2 / 1.25 = 1.6

– Impossible to know from job data if the WN had HT on or off
• Large systematic uncertainty

Comparing to HS06
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Effect of HS06 rescaling

Fitted speed factors for ATLAS evgen jobs

• Rescaling by HS06/core reduces 
the spread of the speed factor 
distribution
– But the shape is not Gaussian due 

to outliers
– Scenarios assuming HT off or on
– Several systematic uncertainties

• Correlation value favors the 
scenario with HT off
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HS06/core assuming HT on

HS06/core assuming HT off



• Speed factors calculated on different types of jobs can be compared

– The expectation is that results should be similar, as CPU time / event is not 
sensitive to I/O

– Different measurements agree
within 5.5% in average

Correlation between CPU speed factors from different job types (ATLAS)
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• The same method can be used to fit the “site speed”

– Should correspond to a weighted average of the speed of the CPUs at 
the site, over a specific interval of time
• Site speed may change with time, e.g. due to upgrades

– Measurement could be used to check the estimated average 
HS06/core declared by the site

Fitting site speed
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Correlation between site speed factors from different job types (CMS)

• Also when fitting site speed, results are 
consistent across different job types

– Different measurements agree
within 4.3% in average
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• Real experiment jobs can be used to measure average WN 
performance with a few percent precision independently on the job 
type

• Comparison with published HS06/core values shows a clear 
correlation (albeit with large systematic effects)
– Correlation is higher when HS06/core values for “HT off” are taken

• Applications
– CPUs: provide a benchmark based on real jobs

• Provided that a very specific type of job is assumed as reference; otherwise, only performance ratios 
are measured

– Sites: provide an alternate measurement of the average site WN 
performance
• Can be used to spot unrealistic values of site HS06 power

Conclusions
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Used values of HS06
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